In [1] , using the multiple scale method, A. N. Nayfeh has studied the interaction offundamental ~· parametric resonance with subharmonic resonance. Essentially, the system considered belongs to_ the clase of oscillating ones, subjected simultaneously to two excitations (external and parametric) of different orders of smallness (e and e 2 , respectively). It has been shown that, depending on the dephase between two excitations the system may be enhanced or extinguished., Below, to obtain some more informations about this phenomenon, we shall plot the resonance curve of the combined oscillation. The asymptotic method [2] will be used, the roles of quadratic and cubic non-linearities will be analysed.
§1. SYSTEM UNDER CONSIDERATION AND ITS AVERAGED EQUATION
Let us consider an oscillating system described by the differential equation:
x + w 2 x = e(.Bx 2 + qcos 2wt} + e" {-hx + <lx--yx 3 + 2pxcos 2(wt + u)}
{1.1)
where: :z: -an oscillatory variable; e > 0-a small parameter; /3, 7 -coefficients of quadratic a:nd cubic non-linearities, respectively; q > 0,-2p > 0 and 2w, _u (0 ~ cr < 1r) -intensities, common frequency and dephase between the external and parametric excitations, respectively, .:l = (w 2 -1) -the detuning parameter (1-the natural frequency). Using the asymptotic method, in the second approximation, the solution of (1.1) will be found in the form:
x =a cos .p + eu 1 (a,9, .P) + e 2 u 2 (a,9, .P) a= eA 1 (a,9) +e 2 A 2 (a,9) 0 = eB, (a,9) + e 2 B2(a, 9) , .p = wt + 9 {1.2) (1.3) where: a, 9-slowly varying 'amplitude and dephase of the oscillatory regime; u,, u 2 (A 1 , B 1 , A2, , 9, <p(a, 9) 
The stability study of this "quasi equilibrium regime" can be based on the following variational system 131: a = -~~ { hw + (P cos 2<r -:w~) sin 26 -(p sin 2u) cos 26} 0 =-;: {a+ (psin2a) sin26 + (pcos2<r-!q2) cos26}
Let us write (2.2b) as:
and, by X, we denote:
From (2.3a), (2.3b) , it is easy to deduce:
The stability conditions are of the form:
Since h > 0, w "" 1, only the second inequality (sign -) is retained: Let us denote the right-hand side of (4.1) by:
Assume that the graphic (a) of y, exists in the interval J(w~ :$ w 2 :$ w~) and is of the shape given in figure -. ln reality, depending on the chosen order of smallness, ~he acceptable parts of the resonance curire are ~early straight lines.
Some typical resonance curve are given in fig.. -3, 4. It is clearly that the soft-hardness of the oscillating system depends on w~. H w~ is small enough, the resonance curve leans to the right, the system belongs to hard type; on the contrary, if w~ is large enough, the resonance curve leans to the left, the system belongs to soft-type; if w~ is in the neighbourhood of 1, the system is neutralized; it becomes a linear one. 
